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CHAPTERR 4 Triggering pile-up events 

Thiss chapter describes a fast method to identity events with more 
thann one interaction per bunch crossing at the LHC for triggering 
purposes.. The performance of this trigger and its stability is studied as 
aa function of detector characteristics, the hardware implementation of 
thee readout and the trigger algorithm. Limitations due to alignment 
errorss are studied in the test beam data and compared to simulations. 

111 Introduction 

Thee large total cross section for colliding protons (Chapter 2. 
Triggerr Introduction) at the LHC leads to very high particle fluxes in 
thee forward direction. This requires LHCb to operate at reduced 
luminositiess in order to keep the average rate for inelastic interactions 
att less than 1.5 per bunch crossing ( SO with a nominal average rate 
off  0.53 '. B-mesons are predominantly produced in the forward 
direction.. The decay vertex is therefore mainly distributed along the 
--axiss with the measurement of the --distance dominating the lifetime 
determinationn of B-mesons. The Level-1 vertex trigger (Chapter 2) 
usess the information about the topology of an event. An efficient 
triggerr on the decay distance of #-meson candidates requires the 
unambiguouss association of tracks and vertices. If two primary 
verticess are present in one event, it is in principle possible to associate 
trackss with high efficiency to either of the two vertices. However, this 
requiress a significant increase in the complexity of the trigger 
algorithmm with a corresponding increase (>4) in logic and memory. If 
trackss cannot unambiguously be associated with primary vertices the 
performancee of the topology trigger degrades. 

Thee selection of an event sample corresponding to bunch crossings 
withh single interactions (single events) necessitates early tagging and 
removall  of bunch crossings with multiple interactions (pileup events). 
Thee Level-0 trigger is designed to reduce the event rate to 1 MHz from 
ann input rate due to inelastic interactions of about 10-20 MHz 
dependingg on luminosity. The removal of pileup events from the data 
streamm is important at this early stage as can be seen from a 
considerationn of the composition of vertex multiplicities in a bunch 
crossing. . 

*)Thiss should be compared with interaction rates of the order of 10 
att CMS and Atlas. 
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Thee number of interactions in one BC follows a Poisson probability distribution: 

P(n.\i)P(n.\i) = z-rt'-V (26) 
IV. IV. 

wheree n is the number of interactions occurring in one BC and |i is the average number of 
interactions,, which is proportional to the luminosity. L. and the inelastic cross section. o„1(/. i.e. 
|i~Zx7„,f/.. With a,-„(,/=80 mb, an average luminosity of 2-l(F: s"1 cm - and a bunch crossing 
frequencyy of 40 MHz: 

„„ = J^L. = „.53 
ƒƒ C- £/^A S 

wheree e/ms ~15CA is the fraction of non-empty crossings at the LHC '. This gives the fraction of 
singlee interaction events normalized to all non-zero interactions in one BC: 

ii  -P(M[x: 
==  0.75 

n.5.1 1 

Althoughh only 25% of the bunch crossings have multiple interactions, the effect on the trigger 
iss more serious as the probability of accepting a Leve 1-0 high-p, trigger increases with the 
numberr of interactions per bunch crossing. The probability to give a fake trigger due to cluster 
overlapp and as a result a total p,(Et) above threshold is increased. As a result the fraction of single 
interactionn events accepted by the Level-0 high-p, triggers decreases to less than 60f/r at the 
averagee luminosity value. 

Thee situation could be improved if it were possible to tag and remove events with multiple 
interactionss at Level-0. The corresponding Level-0 bandwidth would then be used by single 
interactionn events and the efficiency would be increased. 

Inn this chapter we wil l show that this indeed is possible. We wil l show that our method of 
searchingg for primary vertices at Level-0 is more effective than others proposed. The 
performancee of this method is studied in detail by Monte Carlo. Data from the silicon detector 
beamm test are used to evaluate the algorithm under real experimental conditions. Implementation 
aspectss are discussed in connection with limitations found in the simulations. An estimate of the 
gainn in statistics of B-mesons is given at the end. 

11.11 Methods to tag multipl e interaction events 

Theree are three signatures to possibly tag events with multiple interactions: 
1.. total energy in the calorimeters. 

2.. time of flight clusters and 

3.. interaction points associated with primary vertices. 
Inn the following we briefly discuss these signatures from the viewpoint of the rejection of pileup 
events. . 

11.1.111.1.1 Calorimetry, total energy trigger 

Thee total energy of the reaction products of the proton-proton interaction is equal to the 
collisionn energy. The measured energy of secondary particles therefore would seem to be an 

(Inn ~25fr of all BC\ bunches will not meet each other at IPS. see Chapter 2. LHC. 
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ideall  discrete parameter to tag multiple interactions. In fact, such a trigger was proposed in the 
LOIofLHCb[31]. . 

Unfortunately,, most of the energy in interactions at the LHC is concentrated in the beam 
directionn and therefore a large fraction of this energy is leaking into the beam pipe without 
detection.. This leads to large fluctuations in the energy measured in the calorimeters and 
accordinglyy to a significant decrease in the efficiency for using total measured energy as the 
parameterr to select single events. Indeed about 5()c/c of double interaction events would be 
rejectedd while keeping 95% of events with single interactions, see Figure 27. 

Figuree 27: Distribution of total energy detected in the calorimeters for single 
B-eventss (A) and double events (B). that pass the level-0 trigger. The evolution of 
doublee event retention as a function of single event efficiency (C). while varying the 
Et0,, threshold. 

11.1.2Time11.1.2Time of flight clusters 

Thee particle density in the LHC bunch is distributed along ; with Ob=7.5 cm in the laboratory 
system.. Since the crossing angle of the two bunches. 0.1 mrad. leads to a reduction factor of 
almostt exactly l / \2. the interaction region of the two colliding bunches has also a Gaussian 
distributionn with 0//V2 =o..=5.3 cm. The time distribution of the interactions is Gaussian as well 
withh a, = ajc = 180 ps. 

Mostt particles produced in a proton-proton interaction at LHC energies have velocities 
P>0.99.. They wil l form a wave front expanding from the small interaction volume, making a 
timee cluster. Two interactions wil l produce two time clusters. The clusters are distributed with 
aa sigma of ((oc/c)2+G/

2)"2 = otJl = 250 ps. In order to separate two clusters of particles with 
sufficientt rejection efficiency (~907r) a time resolution of -40 ps or better is required. 
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Detectorss that might be considered for this purpose are: 
 Scintillator counters. However, they have at best -80 ps resolution. 

 Resistive Plate Chambers 132]. They have an excellent time resolution of 50 ps and 
aree relatively cheap to manufacture. These chambers would be the best solution. 

Thee time of (light method is well known and is successfully used for vertex detection at 
machiness where the interaction region is longer than at the LHC: at the Tevatron (CDF. DO) and 
att HERA (ZEUS). In these experiments time resolutions of 200 ps are achieved, which are 
sufficientt in these cases, but not for the LHC. Even RPC's with an ideal time resolution of 50 ps 
falll  short of the 40 ps required at the LHC. 

11.1.311.1.3 Vertex trigger 

Reconstructionn of the vertex, using information from detectors surrounding the interaction 
volume,, is the most powerful option for rejecting multi-interaction events under LHCb 
operatingg conditions. A double vertex resolution of only I cm allows already a rejection of 90% 
off  all double vertex events. The vertex reconstruction requires coordinate measurement and 
patternn recognition to be performed at a speed commensurate w ith the available time at Level-0. 
AA simple algorithm, which uses a coincidence matrix to correlate hits induced by a set of tracks 
fromm the same vertex, has been developed for the fast reconstruction of the position of the 
interactionn point [33]. 

11.22 Solutions at LHC b 

Threee different detector configurations around the interaction point were considered. They all 
usee a similar algorithm, which is capable of reconstructing primary vertices within the Level-0 
latency.. Their pros and cons are discussed below. 

11.2.111.2.1 Barrel detector 

Heree a barrel detector surrounds the interaction point in the central region of rapidities, see 
Figuree 28 for an approximate layout. The reconstruction algorithm correlates hits obtained in 
planee A and B. Hits due to tracks from the same vertex correlate perfectly giving clusters along 
thee diagonals in the hit correlation plot (insert in the figure). A primary vertex corresponds to 
suchh a cluster. This configuration has the advantage that it allows an extremely accurate 
recognitionn of the vertex position. a.~200fim. The feasibility of the implementation has been 
provenn [33]. The disadvantages of this configuration are: 

1.. Detectors in the barrel region enlarge the volume of the vacuum tank. This makes 
itt difficult to maintain the ultra high vacuum in the LHC pipe. Moreover, large size 
detectorss would be necessary in this case. 

2.. Only a small fraction of all tracks is accepted. The detection efficiency of two 
verticess is limited by fluctuations in the combinatorial background which scale 
withh the number of accepted tracks. The rejection power of pileup events with a 
barrell  detector was therefore only slightly better than that of a £,tJ,-based pileup 
tritieer. . 
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Figuree 28: Layout of a barrel vertex trigger detector. Two planes are positioned at 
distancess d and 2d from the beam with projective strip geometry allowing the use of a 
correlationn matrix. Diagonals populated with coincidences correspond to real vertices. 
Thee proton beam is directed along the z-axis. 

11.2.2Forward11.2.2Forward detector 

Anotherr possibility is to use the forward silicon detectors (downstream of the interaction 
region).. Their geometrical acceptance is larger than in the previous case providing a better 
pileupp rejection efficiency. However, they are already used in the Level-1 trigger. An additional 
taskk of triggering at the Level-0 would require more parallel channels inside the readout chip 
withh a subsequent deterioration of performance of the whole system. This would be 
unacceptable.. Insertion of additional forward detectors would be also unacceptable because the 
increasee in multiple scattering would compromise the off-line vertex resolution. Another fear is 
thatt the vertex of a B-hadron decaying within the acceptance of the LHCb spectrometer can be 
interpretedd as a second low multiplicity primary vertex and thus real B-events would be rejected. 

11.2.3Backward11.2.3Backward detector 

Thee region of negative rapidities (opposite to the LHCb spectrometer) is an ideal place for a 
pileupp trigger detector [34J. see Figure 29. The detectors do not interfere with the performance 
off  the forward silicon detector telescope and can be fully dedicated to the pileup trigger. The 
readoutt chip therefore can be designed exclusively for pileup triggering/detection. 

11.33 Method 

Thee pileup trigger algorithm uses hit correlations in two successive silicon detector planes. 
Thee detectors are positioned in the backward region inside the vacuum tank perpendicular to the 
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Figuree 29: Detector positions inside the vacuum tank are indicated with arrows: at 
-288 and -36 cm w.r.t. the mean interaction point (black center of oval in the middle of 
setup).. The lower halves of the detectors are shifted by 2 cm and are at -30 and -38 cm. 
Thee LHCb spectrometer is outside the picture on the right hand. 

beamm and parallel to each other (see Figure 30). Every plane is a wheel with 4 (or 6) silicon strip 
counterss using technology identical to the vertex detector r-planes. In both planes the radii of 
trackk hits. RA and R{i. are recorded. There is a simple relation between hits on a single track: 

z A - z K K 
RRAA ZPV-ZA . 7 *  B_RB ZA~ZB 

—— = = k or Zpy = = 
RRBB Zpv-ZB R  ̂ \ -k 

Ru Ru 

k k 
(27) ) 

wheree ZA ,ZB are the --positions of the detector and ZPV is the --position of the (unknown) track 
originn on the beam axis (i.e. the primary vertex). In other words the ratio of the two 
measurements,, k. uniquely determines the --position of the vertex. The relation (27) is precise 
iff  the condition: 

xx = y = 0 (28) 

holds,, i.e. the beam passes through the center of the detectors. This is practically the case at the 
LHCC where the interaction volume has a width G = 53 pirn. 

Figuree 31 illustrates an example of a typical double event. Figure 31(a) shows the correlation 
plott of RA versus RH. for tracks emerging from the two primary vertices. They are lined-up in 
accordancee to Equation 27. Each point on this plot corresponds to a track. Two lines with 
differentt slopes correspond to two vertices with different ZPV. The vertex information can be 
extractedd by summing the entries in a wedge between lines of constant k(ZPV). Figure 31(b) 
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BB A 

Z BB Z A 

Figuree 30: Schematic view of two pileup detector planes. 

Figuree 31: Correlation of the measurements in the two planes. A typical double 
interactionn event is displayed. True combinations (a), i.e. both hits from the same 
track,, and all combinations (b) are shown separately. The slope of a dotted line 
correspondss to a .--position of a vertex. The number of entries between lines of 
constantt ratio RR/R,\ is shown in histogram (c) as a function of z- The true 
combinationss contribute to the shaded peaks. 

showss all hit combinations in the same two vertex event. Because we now include, as we should, 
alll  fake hit combinations, the lines are more difficult to detect. The projection of points within 
^--wedges,, giving the distribution of Zn-predictions. are shown in Figure 31(c). Here the two 
shadedd peaks represent the two vertices while the other entries are of combinatorial origin. The 
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heightt of the peak is proportional to the number of tracks accepted for this vertex. 
Thee efficiency to find the vertex with the highest track-multiplicity (with the highest 

correspondingg peak) is close to 100%. However, there is a possibility that the two interactions 
producee very different numbers of tracks. As a consequence, the height of the two peaks in the 
histogramm can be different and the smallest one can disappear in the combinatorial background. 

AA few additional steps are introduced to cope with this problem. After the largest peak is 
detected,, hits corresponding to combinations which contributed to this peak are masked and 
eliminatedd from the coincidence matrix. This significantly reduces the combinatorial 
backgroundd and the second vertex peak now appears well above the background. Figure 32 
showss an example. 

Figuree 32: Hit masking in double event. True peaks are shaded. Hits associated with 
thee highest peak (Top plot) are searched and masked. After a second iteration in the 
correlationn matrix the small peak is above the combinatorial background (dashed line 
onn both plots). 

11.44 Conclusions 

Att the end of this introduction we can conclude the following: 
•• From the three methods dicussed. reconstruction of the interaction point (primary 

vertex)) position provides in principle the best rejection of pileup events with only 
aa modest requirement on the double vertex resolution (1 cm is adequate): 

•• Detectors positioned in the backward direction (opposite to the spectrometer w.r.t. 
interactionn region) can be used in this trigger without interference with other 
detectorss in the LHCb acceptance: 

•• A method using the correlation of hits in the two backward detectors can be 
employedd for fast vertex tagging with sufficient rejection of multiple interactions. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter we will demonstrate the feasibility of the chosen solution and 
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methodd and specify characteristics of the hardware implementation. The beam test (Chapter 3) 
usess a similar, forward, geometry with radius detectors. Events recorded with these detectors 
weree used to test the algorithm. Reconstruction of tracks and vertices in the off-line analysis 
allowss an estimate of the performance of the pileup algorithm. The algorithm is also applied to 
dataa generated with a Monte Carlo program developed for the off-line study. Finally, by using 
thee LHCb MC program and the same pileup algorithm we test and predict the trigger 
performancee at LHCb. 

122 Pileup trigger  algorithm with beam test data 

Inn Chapter 3 we described the detector set-up used in the test beam, and the track and vertex 
reconstructionn of both the test data and simulated data. Using the information from this event 
reconstructionn as input (called in the following "off-line") the pile-up trigger algorithm (the 
descriptionn follows next) was applied to evaluate the vertex detection efficiency of the algorithm 
andd the resolution of the vertex under test beam conditions. By comparing results from the 
analysiss of the data with those from Monte Carlo simulations the Monte Carlo program is shown 
too reliably predict the LHCb situation. 

12.11 Algorith m in software 

Thee beam-target interaction probability in the test beam is very low: the estimated probability 
off  having a second interaction at another target is less than 10°. Given these test beam 
conditionss it is therefore reasonable to test only the efficiency in finding the first vertex and its 
resolution. . 

Forr each event the off-line vertex is read and the hits of detectors SLI (SRI) and SL3 (SR3) are 
fedd into a simulated coincidence matrix box. 

Thiss coincidence matrix is implemented as a loop overall possible combinations of hits found 
inn the detectors A and B f see Figure 33). where A=SLI or SRI and B=SL3 or SR3. Combinations 
aree considered only between clusters of SLI and SL3 (SRI and SRJ) detectors. The distances 
betweenn the detectors and between detectors and vertex positions are similar to those foreseen 
att the LHCb. The vertex resolution of the system is limited by multiple scattering in the material 
betweenn interaction point and detector. It determines the minimum bin si/e of the histogram of 
coincidences.. The level of combinatorial background limits the maximum bin si/e. The optimal 
binn si/.e as a function of r is shown in Figure 34. The histogram range (search window) is 30 cm 
longg (equal to that at LHCb). Possible corrections for detector alignment and beam shifts are 
includedd inside the software coincidence matrix box. when necessary. 

AA peak finder program searches for a vertex candidate by looking for the highest peak formed 
byy hit combinations. The position of the peak is calculated as a weighted mean of the positions 
off  three neighboring bins. i.e. the bin with maximum content and its two neighbors: 

ii  i 

// = - 1 ƒ = - 1 

wheree /=() denotes the bin with maximum content, and ht are the contents of the bins. If one of 
thee bins adjacent to the maximum bin has a height. hr such that h-/hu > 1 / 3 then the sum is 
extendedd to 4 bins. i.e. the two bins, h, and //,,. plus their two neighbors. Parameters to be 
analysedd in the algorithm performance study are the size. 57 (52). and position. Zl {Z2). of the 
firstt (second) found peak, where the si/e is defined as the sum in the denominator of 
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Initialization n 
Histogramm binning 

T T 
Event_loop_ _ 

Coincidencee between two sectors of A and B detectc 

Peakk Search 

Findd maximum bin Analysee peak shape 
Z1.S1 1 

Figuree 33: Flow chart of the pileup trigger algorithm. 

relationn (29). 
Initiall yy it was not clear whether the chosen algorithm (histogram method, i.e. histogram 

projectionprojection and peak finding) was optimal. Therefore, for comparison a second algorithm was 
testedd called cluster search. It stores all (RA. /?B)-combinations in an array, ordered according 
too predicted -. If the distance between two neighboring combinations is less than the combined 
measurementt error: 

li-z^JAZi+Azj, li-z^JAZi+Azj, 
thee two are joined into a new one with an error given as: 

11 I I 

A:~A:~ A:' Az' 

(30) ) 

(31) ) 
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Figuree 34: Bin parameter as a function of Z in the histogram method (bin parameter is 
aa bin size) and cluster search method (bin parameter is error. A:, attributed to hit 
combination).. Beam test. 

Thee new entry has a .--value which is the weighted average of the two merged combinations: 

Thee previous steps are then repeated. The size of each new combination is equal to the total 
numberr of merged combinations. 

Thee errors. A-(z), are simply parameterized as a linear function of z, see Figure 34. After not 
moree than three iterations all combinations are grouped into clusters. The cluster with the largest 
sizee is considered to be the vertex-candidate. Fake combinations may group as well but in 
generall  with a small size. 

12.22 Results 

12.2.112.2.1 Alignment constants 

Thee position of a detector in space is determined by 6 constants: 3 space points and 3 angles. 
Ideallyy detectors should be perpendicular to the beam axis with the /-strip forming circles 
throughh the center of which passes the beam. Shifts and rotations with respect to the ideal 
detectorr positions may influence the performance of the trigger. In the following we will discuss 
thee possible importance of such shifts/rotations. 

Becausee of its simplicity, the pileup algorithm is not taking into account the following 
shifts/rotations: : 

•• Shift along Y. The circular /--strip is for our segment mostly directed along the 
y-axis. . 

•• Rotation in the KZ-plane. This would lead to strip ends at different --positions. It 
cannott be accounted for since the 0 is unknown. 

•• Rotation in AT-plane. The radius is invariant with respect to this transformation. 

Thee algorithm cannot account for the first two. The mechanical adjustment which is done before 
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installationn of the detector must therefore be carried out with great care and the design of the 
mechanicss supporting the detector should be sufficiently rigid to prevent unwanted shift or 
rotations.. The last correction does not affect the trigger performance at all. 

Thee rotation which inclines the detector with respect to the beam (in the XZ-plane) introduces 
aa c-dependence of the /--strips: different strips are at different -. In practice the value of the 
rotationn angle is small and gives a negligible contribution to the vertex resolution. It was 
checkedd in simulations that with a detector inclination of about 50 mrad the vertex finding 
efficiencyy changes by not more than -OA'/r. 

Wee are therefore left with only possible shifts in the X and Z position. These were determined 
inn two different ways: 

Inn the off-line alignment the shifts with respect to the ideal position are obtained from the 
analysiss of reconstructed off-line tracks (Chapter 3. Alignment). 

Inn the self-alignment those shifts are obtained from the pileup algorithm itself. Detector 
positionss are varied in such a way that positions of vertices (targets) found independently with 
thee left and the right side of the set-up are the same. The correction to the --position of the 
detectorr is civen bv: 

wheree zd (d-A.B) is the position of the detector, z.j -> are the vertex positions measured with the 
pairr of sectors with fixed positions and -/_?' are the vertex positions measured with the pair of 
sectorss to be aligned. 

Thee main disadvantage of this method is that there is a correlation between longitudinal and 
transversee shifts of the detector. Indeed, we found that the --shifts are rather large (up to 2-3 mm 
forr detectors of station 3). 

We.. therefore, have three sets of constants: those obtained from the mechanical alignment and 
thosee obtained by correcting these values with either the off-line alignment procedure or the 
self-alignmentt procedure. 

12.2.2Event12.2.2Event selection 

Too determine the resolution and efficiency of the algorithm we use a sample of events from 
thee test data described in Chapter 3. with the requirement thai events have at least one two-track 
vertex.. If more than one two tracks vertex is found we average the position of those vertices. If 
suchh an average vertex position corresponds to a target position then this event is selected. All 
clusterss found in the event are used in the pile-up algorithm. The total statistics amounts to 
186022 events. Vertex coordinates found with full event reconstruction (given in Chapter 3) are 
referredd to as off-line. 

12.2.312.2.3 Resolutions and Vertex finding efficiency 

Afterr applying the pile-up algorithm to the events, the vertex finding efficiency and the vertex 
resolutionn are estimated. The resolution is determined from the residuals of the vertex positions 
foundd off-line and those found with the pile-up algorithm, see Figure 35. The total efficiency is 
definedd as the ratio of the number of vertex candidates obtained from the pile-up algorithm. Nrr. 
too the number of off-line vertices. NRLC. selected within a 3o window around the target position 
(both,, target positions and sigmas are given in Table 7. Chapter 3). where G is the off-line vertex 
resolution.. The distribution of the residuals is the sum of two Gaussian distributions. One is due 
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Figuree 35: Residuals between 
pileupp eandidates and off-line 
verticess (vertex resolution). The 
totall  vertex finding efficiency is 
calculatedd from the integral of the 
fittedfitted two Gaussians. From this 
plott we derive a 92+195-- (stat. error) 
efficiencyy and a 2.8 mm average 
vertexx resolution. 

Figuree 36: Vertex resolution as a 
functionn of target position. Monte 
Carloo points are connected with a 
l i n e . . 

too the hit resolution, the other due to multiple scattering. NPU is defined as the integral of the 
combinedd distribution. 

Thee vertex resolutions and vertex finding efficiencies of the pileup algorithm are compared to 
thee Monte Carlo results. The simulation program is described in Chapter 3. Hits generated with 
thee MC were stored and analyzed in the same manner as the data. Here the MC pile-up vertex 
iss compared to the MC off-line vertex. 

Thee performance of the pile-up algorithm was studied with the three different sets of constants 
discussedd in Section 12.2.1. The results are very comparable as shown in Table 8. Figure 36 
showss the .--dependence of the vertex resolution obtained with the off-line alignment set. 

Alignments s 

mechanical l 

off-line e 

self-alignment t 

Data a 

Vertexx finding 
efficiency,, % 

89+1 1 

92+1 1 

92+1 1 

Averagee vertex 
resolution,, mm 

1 1 

1 1 

2.8+0.1 1 

Montee Carlo 

Vertexx finding 
efficiency,, % 

2 2 

1 1 

--

Averagee vertex 
resolution,, mm 

4.0+0.2 2 

2.6+0.1 1 

--

Tablee 8: Comparison of algorithm performances with given different alignments and 
betweenn test beam data and simulated data. Statistical errors are given. 
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12.2.4lnteraction12.2.4lnteraction region width and position 

reconstructedd vertex 

Assumingg the detector positions to be 
knownn correctly, it is important to be able to 
predictt the influence of the parameters 
definingg the interaction region on the 
performancee of the algorithm. In this respect 
wee consider the two most "influential" 
parameters:: the mean position and the width 
off  the interaction region. The first parameter 
wil ll  be monitored and updated on-line in 
LHCb.. This is not the case for the second one 
ass the transverse vertex position is unknown at 
thee Level-0 trigger. Figure 37 illustrates that 
thee effect of an uncertainty in the position of 
thee interaction is a shift in the ZPV calculated 
byy the pile-up algorithm depending on the 
trackk inclination. As a consequence, the resolution on ZPV becomes worse. The peak 
correspondingg to a vertex wil l therefore have a reduced height while the level of the 
combinatoriall  background remains the same. This problem holds both for LHCb and the beam 
test. . 

Forr a target diameter of 1 mm the off-line vertex resolution in the transverse direction is about 
2500 urn. By adding an additional smearing to the transverse vertex position (making the 
resolutionn worse) we can measure the dependence of the vertex finding efficiency and vertex 
resolutionn as a function of the width of the interaction region (see Figure 38). 

reall  vertex 

Figuree 37: Effect of the uncertainty 
off  the beam position on the estimated 
ZZPVPV in the pile-up algorithm. 

12.2.5Vertex12.2.5Vertex finding: histogram method versus cluster search 

Both,, histogram method and cluster finding methods (see descriptions in Section 12.1). were 
compared.. The cluster finding method performs slightly better than the histogram method. This 
iss because the histogram bins integrate over the information carried by individual coincidences, 
whilee the cluster search deals with these coincidences separately. Figure 39 shows the relative 
differencee of the vertex resolution and the vertex finding efficiency for the two methods as a 
functionn of transverse vertex width. 

12.33 Conclusions 

Thee pileup trigger algorithm has been tested with data obtained from the beam test of the 
siliconn detector. The pile-up algorithm provides a vertex position, which is compared to the 
off-lineoff-line vertex for the event. This allowed the determination of the vertex resolution and the 
vertexx finding efficiency. Performances are comparable for different detector alignments. The 
self-alignmentt procedure which is using the pile-up trigger information is as good as the off-line 
alignmentt procedure: therefore, both can be used equally. We conclude that the mechanical 
alignmentt is not a critical issue for the trigger. 

Wee compared the histogram method with a cluster search method as an alternative. Both 
methodss perform at a similar level, so, we conclude that the histogram method, which has the 
advantagee of a simpler and therefore faster algorithm, extracts the vertex information from the 
dataa with a satisfactory efficiency. 
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Figuree 38: Vertex finding 
efficiencyy (top) and average vertex 
resolutionn (bottom) as a function of 
beamm width. 

Figuree 39: Relative comparison of 
vertexx finding efficiency (top) and 
averagee vertex resolution (bottom) 
forr the cluster search (CS) and 
histogramm method (HM) as a 
functionn of transversal vertex 
resolutionn (beam width). 

Itt is rather difficult to extrapolate the beam test results to the LHCb situation. The main reason 
iss the smaller acceptance of the test set-up (only 1/3 of that of the LHCb detector). A rough 
extrapolationn of the efficiency would suggest that if is close to 100%. Another difference is the 
softerr momentum spectrum of the particles, which influences the vertex resolution. For a more 
reliablee prediction the pile-up algorithm has to be tested in a simulated LHCb environment. The 
factt that for the test set-up actual and MC results agree gives a strong justification for this 
approach. . 

133 Pileup trigger at LHCb 

13.11 Importan t additions 

Thee prediction of' the trigger performance at LHCb requires the generation of simulated data 
inn the LHCb detector set-up and the digitization of the generated signal before processing these 
withh the pile-up algorithm. 

13.1.113.1.1 Detector simulation 

Forr the generation of simulated data the full Monte Carlo program of LHCb (SICB) is used. 
Itt uses Pythia 5.7 [36] for the simulation of proton-proton interactions and Geant 3.21 [28] to 
trackk particles through the detector. 

Thee pileup detector geometry in the simulation consists of 4 halt' discs of silicon detectors 
positionedd at : = -28. -36 cm (upper halves) and z = -30. -38 cm (lower halves) (see Figure 29). 
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Theirr dimensions extend from 1 to 6 cm in radius. Each detector half is split into 2 sectors (4 
perr wheel). Detectors are surrounded with 100 pm thick aluminium RF-shields. The distance 
betweenn RF-shield and detector is 1 mm. Each detector is equipped with readout plates and 
detectorr support. 

Thee detector response is stored into an array of hits. The information stored for each hit 
comprisess the radius values of entry and exit points of the track, the energy deposited in the 
detectorr (dE/dX) and the track-z'af. Radii and dE/dX are used in the digitization, while the 
track-idtrack-id is used in efficiency determinations. Figure 40 shows very schematically the trigger 
simulation. . 

Hit t 
dE/dX.xdE/dX.xmm,x,xiniini, , 

idTrack idTrack 

Detectorr efficiency 

44 \ 

Algorithm m Vertexx Resolution 

Checkk Truth 

Findd Peak 

r r 
Muskk Digi 

Z1.S1.B1 1 

Histogram m 

Coincide e 
and d 
Findd Peak 

Z2.S2.B2 2 

Figuree 40: Scheme of pileup trigger simulation at LHCb. Algorithm part is shared with 
beamm test simulation (Figure 33). 
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13.1.2Digitization 13.1.2Digitization 

AA particle traversing a silicon detector may cross more than one strip, therefore the deposited 
chargee is partitioned accordingly. A simple algorithm allows this effect to be taken into account 
byy explicitly calculating the fraction of the track path "seen" by a particular strip. These 
fractionss are calculated in projections along the .v-coordinate. see Figure 41 A. The resulting 
stripp charge distribution is wider than the Landau distribution as there is an increased probability 
forr small charges (shown in Figure 41(B)). We considered two detector thicknesses. 150 and 
3000 pin. The first one was actually simulated in SICB, while in the second case, the deposited 
chargee was multiplied by a factor two and the exit coordinate was recalculated according to the 
slopee of the track. The dE/dX distribution is flatter than that for a 150 pm thick detector. 
Optionallyy charge diffusion may be added, using the program developed for the analysis of the 
clusterr width, described in Chapter 3. 

A! ! 

*in*in + l -t„„,. // \ ^ 

:' ' 

-- dE/dX.keV V 

Figuree 41: An illustration of the spread of the signal over the strips (A) and the resulting 
amplitudee spectrum (B). The noise has a Gaussian distribution and is added to all strips. 
Thee flat part below -35 keV is due to the strip geometry shown in (A). The dE/dX 
distributionn for 150 pm and 300 pin thick detectors is shown after the sharing of the 
signal. . 

13.1.3Event13.1.3Event samples 

Thee events used in our study pass the Level-0 trigger requirements (see Chaper 2. Trigger). 
Thee total statistics is 5000 for single and double interaction events, respectively. For each event 
thee hits of detector A (z=-28. -30 cm) and detector B (z=-36. -38 cm) and the position of the 
vertexx (vertices) are recorded. 

13.1.4Performance 13.1.4Performance 

Fromm these MC event samples the trigger performance is determined. The performance is 
characterizedd by two parameters: e,. the single event efficiency, and e:. the double event 
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retention,retention, £, is determined us the fraction of single events, triggered by the high-pt Level-0 
trigger,, which is indeed identified by the pile-up algorithm as single events: 

rL0+Pileup p 

-- = e, 
A' ' 

SS I I j L' ] C 

' vv single 

£TT is defined as the fraction of double events, triggered by the high-p, Level-0 trigger, and 
identifiedd by the pile-up algorithm as single events: 

,LO+Pileup p 

1 1 
A' ' double e 

A A 
LO O 
double e 

== t , 

Inn a similar manner we define the retention for events with more than two interactions. One can 
definee the purity of the final sample as: 

A' ' 
LO+Pileup p 

A' ' 
LO+Pileup p P P 

However,, since the purity changes with luminosity it is more transparent to study the pileup 
triggerr performance in terms of the parameters £| and e: as these are luminosity independent. 
Thee final purity can then easily be extracted. 

Thee ultimate goal is to maximize £, and minimize £2. In the histogram method for the pile-up 
algorithmm one looks for the bin with the highest content (SI) and then searches for a possible 
secondd peak in the histogram (see Sections 11.3 and 12.1). The size of this second highest peak. 
S2,S2, is different for single and multiple events respectively and this allows the separation of 
singlee events from events with multiple interactions, see Figure 42. The sum of the two peaks 
(SI+S2)(SI+S2) follows the number of accepted tracks in a double event (Figure 43). The vertex 
resolutionn is shown in Figure 44 and the £i(£i) dependence is shown in Figure 45. 

Figuree 42: Size of the second peak. 
S2.. for sinsile and double events. 

Figuree 43: Correlation between 
S2+SS I (sum of two peaks) and 
numberr of accepted tracks in double 
event. . 
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Figuree 44: Vertex residual between Figure 45: Double event retention 
thee generated vertex position and the versus single event retention. S2 and 
onee reconstructed by the algorithm. Z2 are parameters. Selection 

parameterss are chosen at 0.95 single 
eventt efficiency. 

Figuree 46 shows the combinatorial background. The histogram binning is chosen to minimize 
thee level of this background and make it constant over the entire interaction region. At the same 
timee the bin is large enough to collect sufficient entries from one vertex. 

Inn the following study we choose the S2 and Z2 parameters such that the single event 
efficiencyy is 95+0.3% which leads to a double event retention of . Binomial errors 
aree given. 

13.22 "Dependence"  factors 

Thee sensitivity of the pile-up trigger is influenced by two categories of factors. The first 
categoryy is related to the measurement of the position of track hits, the second one to the vertex 
reconstructionn itself. Figure 47 classifies the various independent factors contributing to these 
twoo categories. 

Fromm those factors labelled as "hit measurement" the first group is due to physics processes in 
thee detector. They include effects from fluctuations in the energy deposition along the track 
(geometryy effect), charge transport (including diffusion) and detector noise. The second group 
includess effects introduced by the data acquisition. Both groups contribute to the error on the 
amplitudee of the measured hit. 

Alsoo the factors labelled as "vertex measurement" can be split into two groups. The first one 
containss effects due to the algorithm itself, such as peak finding and alignment, the second one 
includess the effects due to general experimental conditions such as LHC performance and 
radiationn at the detector position. Since the performance study is based on Monte Carlo 
simulationss this last subgroup also includes possible uncertainties in the simulation itself. In the 
followingg we will discuss these different factors. 
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Figuree 46: Combinatorial background with regular 5 mm bin size (solid line) and 
variablee bin size (dashed line): 1 mm for -15<z<-10 cm, 2 mm for -10<Z<-5 cm, 3 mm 
forr -5<z<4 cm and 5 mm for 4<-< 15 cm 

Physicss processes 
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Figuree 47: Summary of effects and factors affecting the pileup trigger performance. 
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13.33 The measurement of track hit 

13.3.113.3.1 Detector operation 

ChargeCharge fluctuations 

Thee average energy deposited by a traversing particle is about 47 keV tor a 150 jam silicon 
detector.. The energy loss follows a Landau distribution. Assuming an ionization energy of 3.6 
eV/pairr and a typical Fano factor for silicon F=0.1 [6] the maximum of this distribution may 
varyy by 0.37-. The charge collection efficiency is less than 1007c because the fast readout of the 
pile-upp trigger implies that the sampling time is small (20-30 ns). Assuming a pessimistic 
chargee collection efficiency of 507c the corresponding charge fluctuation is ().47r. This does not 
affectt the pile-up trigger performance. 

ChargeCharge transport (drift and diffusion) 

Thee charge drift and diffusion were discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 3. Charge 
distribution).. The drift time and correspondingly the diffusion depend on the mobility of 
electronss and holes, the thickness of the detector and the voltage applied. Two types of detector 
aree currently under consideration, see Table 9. In the LHCb Monte Carlo (SICB) detectors were 

Detector r 

Det-1 1 

Det-2 2 

Tablee 9: 

Thickness,, (im 

150 0 

300 0 

Paran n ïeterss of detector. 

Voltage,, V 

100 0 

150 0 

consideredd to be of type Det-1. The results for Det-2 detectors were obtained by scaling the 
correspondingg dE/dX by a factor of two. 

Thee effect of diffusion and charge transport depend on the thickness and the voltage applied. 
Off  course, other factors like the temperature, manufacturing technology and the radiation dose 
aree important, but the main characteristic, i.e. cluster size, is well reproduced using thickness 
andd voltage alone (see Figure 26). 

Usingg the program developed (Section 9.2.9) for simulation of the cluster size we concluded 
thatt the trigger performed equally well for both detector types. The efficiency to tag events with 
multiplee vertices did not vary by more than 0.27c 

Becausee the effect of diffusion is so small and its simulation takes a large amount of computer 
time,, due to the numerical integration that has to be performed, diffusion was turned off for the 
remainingg tests. 

13.3.2Signal13.3.2Signal measurement (readout) 

AmplitudeAmplitude selection 

Itt is foreseen that the pileup trigger will use binary readout. The main reason is that the hit 
informationn has to be made available to the trigger logic as fast as possible and there is. 
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therefore,, no time for either a cluster search or amplitude analysis. 
Inn this section we assume the simplified readout scheme of Figure 48. which includes 

amplifier,, shaper and comparator. In this study we assess limits on such readout characteristics 
ass noise level, shaping of the readout signal and cross talk between readout channels. This 
informationn is necessary to make correct design decisions for the readout electronics. 

Strip p Comparator r 

Figuree 48: Readout scheme. 

Inn our simple scheme the response of the pile-up system is studied as a function of the noise 
att the input of amplifier. The amplifier characteristics such as linearity and dynamic range are 
assumedd to be perfect. The amplified signal is shaped giving an amplitude proportional to the 
depositedd charge. The time evolution of the signal and the limit of 25 ns on the integration time 
contributee to variations of the amplitude. The output of the shaper is compared to a threshold. 
Finally,, the output of the binary signal is logically ORed for groups of four strips. 

NoiseNoise sources 

Thee energetic equivalent of the noise ' at the input of the amplifier of the readout chip can be 
expressedd as a quadratic sum of three contributions [25]: 

•• leakage: AE,„ leuk-leuk-'N N 
' /„,*'/ , , 

parallell noise: A£ = 

•• serial noise: AE,-

kTt. kTt. 

let let 

q q 

kTR, kTR, 

wheree w is the energy to create one electron/hole pair. Tis a temperature in K. t„  is the peaking 
timee of the shaper . Rp and R, are the parallel and serial resistance at the input of amplifier. Cdc, 
iss the total capacity at the input of the amplifier, e is the Euler constant (e=2.1\) and k is the 
Boltzmann constant (k = 8.62x10° eV/K). Using the values from the test beam detector [25]: 
ll leakleak=0.ï=0.ï nA. fp=25 ns. u-3 .6 eV. T=260K. Rp=\0 Mil R=\l .6 Q/cm (the resistance of the 
routingg line, typical 4 cm) and a typical value for the capacity C,/(,,= 10pF we obtain: 
AEAEuu,,llkllk=67=67 eV. A£;,= 183eV and AE,= l942eV. After summing the three contributions in 
quadraturee we find the energetic equivalent of the noise A£ equal to -1950 eV (or Equivalent 
Noisee Charge. ENC=47 1). This corresponds to S/N-20. 

")Inn the simulations the amplitude is expressed in energy units. 
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Thee noise introduced by the readout itself is. however, larger. Measurement with the testbeam 
prototypee readout chip yielded a signal to noise ratio of 63. which is much above the limit for 
thee Level-1 topology trigger of 12 [37]. However, the chip used in the testbeam is designed for 
sloww readout and is not likely to be a production high-speed chip at LHCb. As a simple 
estimationn let us consider a typical modern chip with an ENC characteristic function depending 
onn Cdet. It is well described with a linear function: ENC(C,/(,,) ~ (33-40)C(/</+60() (see. for 
examplee [ 381) or the same in energetic units: AE ~ (120-144 )-Cdel + 2160 (eV). Taking atypical 
valuee of Cdel we obtain S/N ~ 13-14. This particular example comes from a four year old chip 
design.. It is clear that either Cdet should be minimized (at the cost of charge collection 
efficiency)) or the design of the chip should be changed such that the ENC(Cl/(,,) wil l be smaller. 
Forr that reason, new SCTA and Helix [ 39] chip designs are under development, which hopefully 
wil ll  give the expected noise level. 

Inn order to determine whether the pileup trigger wil l be the limiting factor in the design of the 
readoutt chip we investigate the effect of noise on the algorithm as a function of the signal to 
noisee ratio. Figure 49 shows the double event retention as a function of the signal to noise ratio. 
Demandingg that the double event retention is less than 15c/c (£, is fixed to 95%) we find that S/N 
shouldd be better than 6-7 for the 150 p.m and 5-6 for the 300 urn thick detector. Despite the fact 
thatt the dE/dX for a 300 pan thick detector is scaled up by a factor of two the limiting S/N ratio 
doess not scale with the same factor. This is explained by the dE/dX distribution shown in Figure 
4KB). . 

Thee detector noise in our simulation does not depend on the strip si/e/configuration, therefore, 
thee detectors with so-called I-mask and II-mask (Figure 50) are equivalent in this respect. 

.. . 

. . 

: : 

: : 

/ / 

Figuree 49: Double event retention 
ass a function of' the signal to noise 
ratio.. Noise cuts of 3o" (for only the 
1500 u.m thick detector) and 5G (lor 
bothh 150 uni and 300 urn detectors) 
off  noise distribution are applied. 

Figuree 50: Strip width for detectors 
withh I-mask and II-mask. 
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Shaper Shaper 

Ass discussed before, the charge deposited in the volume of the detector must be collected and 
integratedd before digitization. After the integrated signal has been compared to a threshold value 
andd has been digitized the readout channel must fall back to its zero level which indicates the 
readinesss of the channel to register another track hit. This is called signal shaping and is done 
byy the shaper which in its simplest form consists of a trivial RC-CR (integrator-differentiator) 
chain. . 

Ann ideal shaper gives an output amplitude at the peaking time of 25 ns. A(25 ns), which is 
exactlyy proportional to the charge deposited'1. The proportionality constant is called the charge 
collectionn efficiency. CCE, and is ideally equal to 1. The time dependence of the current on the 
chargee to strip distance, i.e. the place where the charge was deposited makes CCE<\ and not 
constant.. This directly translates into a variation of the amplitude at the peaking time of 25 ns. 
Thiss effect is well known in other slower detectors such as drift chambers or scintillators [40]. 

Thee amplitude variation is estimated using a simple model of the silicon detector as discussed 
inn Section 9.2.9 and making assumptions about: 

•• the charge carriers mobility |411 and 

•• the shaper function with several integration times. Td. in the range from 10 to 30 ns 
andd with the requirement that the amplitude at the 25 ns peaking time is reduced 
too 30% at the second bunch crossing arrival, i.e. A(5Q ns) = 0.3-A{25 ns). 

Thee convolution integral of the current induced on the strip for a given shaper function was 
calculatedd numerically. 

Itt is found that in the most pessimistic case of Td=30 ns and a fully depleted detector"""' the 
amplitudee variation is less then 2.5% and the CCE is above 0.98 at peaking time (Tp=25 ns). To 
investigatee the effect of a varying CCE on the algorithm, the CCE was parameterized as a linear 
functionn of .v. the charge distance to the strip: 

CCE(x/d)CCE(x/d) = CCE25 • (1 + Var[CCE25]  (.x/d-Q.5)) 

wheree d is the detector thickness. CCE25>().9$ and Var[CCE25]  varies between 0 and 0.025. 
Withh such a variation of CCE in the trigger simulation no change in the trigger performance has 
beenn found. 

OverspillOverspill of signal 

Thee shaper output of a readout channel is compared with the threshold value for every bunch 
crossing.. For a large deposited charge there is a non-zero probability that the exponentially 
decreasingg shaper output still exceeds the threshold at these next bunch crossing(s). In that case 
thee channel will be active and an accidental "ghost" hit (overspill effect) is recorded. 

Inn order to calculate the rate R of the extra hits due to the overspill alone we have to take into 
accountt the intensity of the source (luminosity), the strip acceptance and the efficiency. We 
definee the following quantities: 

*)Thee output of the shaper as a function of time is Ait). It is a convolution of the current lit) 
inducedd on the strip and the shaper function .S'(/) (or pulse response): A(t) = /(/) ® Sit). We 
choosee the parameters of Sit) such that with Iit)=dit)  (delta function) the integral of Ait) is 
equall to 1. 

**)Forr the 300 u.m thick detector a bias voltage of 70 V pros ides full depletion of the detector 
andd leads to the slowest development of the current. 
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•• OBC - the bunch crossing of interest; 

•• (-n)BC - the bunch crossing preceding OBC by nx25 ns; 

•• fn(Acut,a) - fraction of hits from (-n)BC for which the remaining signal exceeds the 

thresholdd at OBC. where 

-- ACM is the threshold value: 

-- a (A(50 ns)/A(25 ns)) is the fraction of the amplitude seen 25 ns after the 
peakingg of the signal (this is a constant depending on the shaper): 

f„f„  is extracted from a plot similar to Figure 41B with the dE/dX value scaled down 

byy a: 

•• v - hit occupancy, i.e. probability per event to have a hit in a strip. 

•• 1 ( 1 :/„v)'U ls the rate of hits seen in OBC from (-n)BC if the a mean number of 
interactionss per bunch crossing is |_i: 

•• £_„( l-e"u) - event rate in (-/;)BC. where 

-- £,_,„ is the fraction of the time the (-n)BC has an interaction. This has to do 
withh the bunch structure at the LHC (Chapter 2. LHC). The values are: 8., 
=0.987.. e.2=0.974. e.3=0.962, e.4=0.949. 

Thee probability to have a ghost hit in a strip due to a hit in a previous BC for which the remaining 
signall has an amplitude above threshold is then given by: 

R R - n ^ - t i - ( i - / „ v ff  ]-e_„( } } (34) ) 

Figuree 51 shows this hit rate as a function of the average event rate. |i. We have chosen a 1 % hit 

noo masking 

maskk strip (or logical channel 

Figuree 51: Rate R as a function of 
averagee event rate. Three curves 
correspondd to a=0.5 (top). 0.3 
(middle)) and 0.2 (bottom) values. 

Figuree 52: Effect of the change in 
aa on the double event retention 
assumingg 95c7c efficiency for single 
eventss with a single interaction in the 
preceedingg BC. See text for details. 
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occupancyy of a strip in a single event, although in realistic detector simulations it seems to he 
smallerr (-0.7%). The resulting rate, R, is typically below V7c for LHCb event rates. This rate 
cann be interpreted in two ways. One is to interpret it as an increase in the average activity in the 
chipp and another as an increase of the average noise level due to overspill. 

Lookingg simply at the rate is. however, a somewhat optimistic view of the situation for the 
followingg two reasons: 

•• noise fluctuations in the readout channel on top of the remnant amplitude may lead 
too an amplitude exceeding the threshold and give a ghost hit; 

•• the hits that survive from one bunch crossing to the next are remnants from good 
trackss from valid vertices. If enough of these survive they will give a fake second 
vertexx in an event with only one vertex. We find that//{z^,„-25 keV, a=3()c/c) -
IC/Zr.. So. this effect may not be negligible. 

Too study these effects we have tuned for each a the algorithm thresholds, so that the fraction 
off single events of interest (OBC) which are preceeded by another single event {-1BC) is kept at 
thee 959r level. The hit amplitudes in -lBC-event are artificially reduced by a factor 2.5-5 
(a=0.4-0.2).. The noise is generated withS/N-11 and the threshold is set at 5a of the noise level. 
Withh the values of S2 and Z2 determined before the response of the algorithm is tested with a 
samplee of double events, where the preceeding BC's are empty. The result is shown in Figure 52 
ass a function of a. 

Inn principle, the effect of the overspill is a reductionn in the efficiency for single events. If we. 
however,, increase in the algorithm the threshold level for the peak of the second vertex in order 
too retain a 95c/c single event retention this translates into an increase in double event 
retention,, £_,. 

Figuree 52 shows this double event retention as a function of the overspill factor ex, which as 
mentionedd before is a property of the shaper. The trigger remains operational upto values of 
a=0.2.. above which the performance rapidly deteriorates. 

Thee most simple and reliable solution to this problem is to mask the output channel (after the 
discriminator)) during 1-2 subsequent BC's. i.e for the next 25-50 ns. This will cause only a 
smalll inefficiency of the channel equal to the rate R. This solution is tested with our 
OBCC + (-l)BC sample and the result is also shown on Figure 52 (flat line). The double event 
retentionn deteriorates very little with respect to the ideal situation (ot=0). 

CrossCross talks 

Thee capacitive connections between strips and readout channels lead to cross talk between 
neighboringg channels. We simulated this effect by adding a fraction a of the amplitude of each 
stripp to both neighbors. Up to a=3()7r no effect on the pileup trigger was found. 

StripStrip mask 

Twoo strip masks were compared: 1-mask and H-mosk. Figure 50 shows the width of the strips 
ass a function of radius. It is found that both masks give an equivalent pileup trigger performance. 
Thiss can be explained by the 4 times wider logical pitchsi/e used in our readout, which makes 
thee difference between the two masks neelicible. 
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13.44 Vertex measurement 

13.4.113.4.1 Data processing (algorithm) 

PeakPeak Search 

Inn the beam test data we found that the histogram method and the cluster search perform 
equallyy well, which indicates that they are both efficient and extract the maximum possible 
informationn from the data. 

Thee major difference between these two methods is that the histogram method is much easier 
too implement in hardware since it corresponds to parallel data processing: all combinations are 
takenn in coincidence at once and the matrix cells are directly connected to the histogram bins. 
Byy contrast, the cluster search requires sorting of combinations by c-value. two-three iterations 
inn older to join clusters and also requires floating point arithmetic. The only feasible method for 
implementationn in LHCb is. therefore, the histogram method. 

HitHit masking 

Thee width of the masking window influences the algorithm performance. This was tested and 
showss a minimum at 3.75 times the size of the histogram bin. see Figure 53. The rise of the 
doublee event retention for a narrow window is due to the inefficient rejection of hits from the 
foundd peak, while for a wide window we have an increasing probability to mask the second 
peak. . 

Figuree 53: Double event retention Figure 54: Double event retention 
ass a function of the hit masking as a function of beam shut, w ith 
window.. The minimum is at value and without corrections, 
off  the bin factor of 3.75. 
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Alignment Alignment 

Thee alignment was considered with the test beam. It was demonstrated that the detectors can 
toleratee a misalignment of up to 100 |iin in the transverse direction and up to 200 jam in the 
directionn of the beam. 

Independentlyy of that we tested with the MC the dependence of the pileup trigger performance 
onn beam shifts. In the event generator the interaction region was shifted by 100. 400. 700 and 
10000 u_m in the .v-direction (moving the beam horizontally ') and the pileup algorithm was 
applied,, see Figure 54. For each shift a correction was determined by looking at the ê  minimum 
ass a function of the correction. It is found that the beam position must be known with 50 (am 
precisionn in order to satify the requirement |Ae2| < 1 %. 

13.4.2Experimental13.4.2Experimental conditions 

Radiation Radiation 

Thee material surrounding the pileup detector, 
suchh as the vacuum tank, the outside detectors 
andd the walls of the experimental hall produce 
secondaryy particles induced by nuclear 
interactionss of primary particles with the 
material.. The secondary fluxes are estimated to 
generatee on average 2 hits in each detector 
wheell  [19]. To estimate the effect of these 
particless on the performance of the pile-up 
algorithmm we randomly added additional hits 
sincee the source of these secondary tracks is 
ratherr far from the beam axis. Therefore, hits 
aree generated separately for both detectors and 
aree distributed uniformly over the detector 
surfacee and isotropically over angle of 
incidencee of the track. The number of tracks is 
distributedd according to a Poisson distribution. 
Thee resulting double event retention as a 
functionn of the average number of tracks 
acceptedd by the detector is shown in Figure 55. 

Figuree 55: Double event retention 
ass a function of the rate ol' 
isotropicallyy distributed radiation 
tracks. . 

PhysicsPhysics generator and simulation 

Thee track multiplicity is the most important event characteristic influencing the acceptance 
ratee of this trigger. The robustness of the algorithm was tested with two options of the Pythia 
eventt generator. The minimum bias and B-events are generated with similar multiplicities if the 
defaultt option is used. With the other option. IM=3 (program flags are MSTP(52)=I and 
MSTP(511 )=9). the track multiplicity of the minimum bias events is peaking at small values and 
hass a long tail while B-events have a flatter and wider multiplicity distribution. 

^horizontall  shift provides the largest effect on the performance. 
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Pythiaa 5.7, default 

Pythiaa 5.7. IM= 3 

Pvthiaa 6.134, default 

12 2 

30 0 

13 3 

Thee acceptance values for the different event 
generatorr settings are summarized in Table 10. We 
seee that even with the unrealistic (as we believe) 
conditionss of option IM=3 we obtain a maximum 
doublee event retention of 3()9t which is considered 
ass an acceptable upper limit of the pile-up 
algorithmm performance. The most recent version of 
Pythiaa includes an updated structure function of the 
protonn and gives a double event retention of LV/c 

Withh the chosen detector and readout parameters 
multiplee scattering does not affect the performance 
off  the pileup algorithm. 

Thee trigger performance is studied as a function of the number of accepted tracks. The study 
iss done by randomly removing real tracks and their hits from the simulation. It is found that by 
removingg 59f of the accepted tracks we increase the double event retention by V'h. 

Tablee 10: Double event 
retentionn with different Pythia 
options:: default and IM=3. see 
text. . 

13.55 Summary of trigger  performance 

Thee effect of various factors on the trigger performance is summarized in Table 1 1. The 
followingg conclusions can be made: 

Dependencee factor Limitation s s 
Absolutee change of double 
eventt  retention, Ae-,,% 

Intrinsicc resolution 

Noise e 

Shaper r 

Extraa hits due to overspill 

Crosss talk 

Stripp mask 

Detectorr alignment 

Beamm position, stability 

Isotropicc radiation 

Trackk multiplicity 

. . .. . 

S/N>> 6-7 (150 urn thick) 
S/N>> 5-6 (300 urn thick) 

Var[CCE)<5% % 

A(50ns)<0.25-/U255 ns) 
StripfLog.channel)) mask 

crosss talk fraction < 3()7r 

I-maskI-mask and II-musk 

transversee position <I0() jim 
z-posiiionn <200 u.m 

shiftt <500 |im 
positionn known better 50 u.m 

<55 additional tracks 

-59ff  change of total accepted 
tracks s 

noo effect 

<1 1 

noo effect 

<1 1 
-0.2 2 

<0.5 5 

noo difference 

1 1 

1 1 

<1 1 

++ 1 

Tablee 11: Trigger performance summary. Double event retention is given with cuts 
selectingg 959r of single B-events. Absolute changes refer to the baseline performance. 
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•• The intrinsic resolution caused by fluctuations in the ionization has no effect on the 
triggerr performance: 

•• The algorithm can tolerate high noise levels before the noise threshold starts to 
affectt the detector efficiency. For a detector of 150 (im the S/N ratio should be 
largerr than 6-7 and for a 300 urn thick detector this should be S/N>5-6: 

•• Demands on the performance of the shaper are small. All chips on the market are 
satisfactoryy for our needs (Beetle or SCTA). However, overspill causes problems. 
Thiss can be solved by masking a readout channel during 1-2 consecutive BCs: 

•• The algorithm can tolerate a high level of cross talk between readout channels, 
whichh suggests that in practice this is not a limitating factor in the detector and chip 
design: : 

•• The algorithm will work even with a rough (-100 (imj detector alignment. The 
threee methods described before give a similar alignment performance and are 
satisfactoryy from the point of view of trigger performance. 

•• Twice the level of predicted isotropic radiation can be tolerated. Higher levels of 
radiationn result in a very modest deterioration in performance (see Figure 55): 

•• The event generator has a small effect on e2. Only very unrealistic assumptions 
aboutt the parameters of the generator lead to a significant effect. 

Alll this suggests that it is feasible to build the proposed pileup trigger and operate it reliably 
underr a wide range of experimental conditions. 

144 Luminosity optimization 

14.11 Trigger  model 

Thee input parameters taken for this study are the same as in the Technical Proposal of 
LHCbb [19]: 

•• the bb-production cross section amounts to 0.5 mb; 
•• the total inelastic cross section amounts to 80 mb: 

•• the optimal luminosity is 2-1032 cm"V and the maximum luminosity is 
S-lO-^cm-V: : 

•• the fraction of non-empty bunch crossings is 0.744. 
Thee Level-0 trigger is a combination of several high-pt triggers and the pileup veto. For the 

purposee of these calculations a separate study of their selection cuts is not required because after 
theirr optimization the acceptance of the Level-0 trigger mainly depends on: 

•• event composition: relative contribution of events with «-interactions. 
•• combined response of Level-0 high-pt triggers to an event with «-interactions and 
•• Level-0 bandwidth. 

Thee acceptance of the high-p, trigger for events containing a 6-quark (fi-event) or for minimum 
biass (MB) events is a complex function of the applied thresholds. By tuning the thresholds we 
cann vary the B-selection efficiency, but also the M£-acceptance. Figure 56 shows the 
dependencee of MB-retention. zSiB. on the efficiency for fl-event selection, e«. by the high-pt 

muon.. hadron and electron triggers. The plot shows the trigger responses to inclusive processes. 
b^eXX and b—>p.X. and exclusive decay modes. B—>KK and BS^D+

STT. It is assumed that the 
Level-0Level-0 bandwidth will be shared between electron, muon and hadron triggers with proportions 
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--

_ _ 

--

Figuree 56: Trigger functions. Performances of high-p, triggers is given: u-trigger for 
b—>u.X.. hadron-trigger for B—»7t7t and B^D+

S7i and e-trigger for B—>eX process. The 
dottedd lines show the result of a parameterization of the trigger performance given by 
functionn (35) for two different values of the parameter x. 

0.1,, 0.2 and 0.6 (see Chapter 2. Trigger), respectively. The trigger performance can be 
approximatelyy parameterized as: 

E«« = k(eMB)x (35) 

withh values of x varying between 0.3 and 0.5 and £=0.5/0.P. Our eB(eMS)-parameterization is 
assumedd to be linear between the points (eg' ,E B̂ )=(().5.0.1) and (1.0,1.0) as we do not know 
thee trigger performance in this range. 

Thee final bandwidth for the output of the Level-0 trigger is limited to 1 MHz. In the following 
wee investigate the effect of inclusion of the pile-up trigger on the rate of B-events at the output 
off  the Level-0 trigger. 

Thee efficiency for retention of MB events in the high-p, triggers increases significantly with 
multiplee interactions. Table I 2 shows the retention efficiency for the pileup trigger for multiple 
interactionss with the selection tuned to 95% efficiency for B-events that pass the high 
pt-triggers.. The data sets used are: 

•• Set-1. SICB with interaction model 3 (see Table 10). This model of Pythia yields 
aa large difference in the multiplicity distribution of MB and B-events. Because the 
MBB events have a large probability to have a low multiplicity and the algorithm is 
tunedd to keep B-events this leads to a low efficiency for recognising the multiple 
MBB interactions. 

•• Set-2. The standard interaction model of Pythia 5.7. This yields similar multiplicity 
forr MB and B-events and so gives the same rejection in B and MB single events. 

•• Set-3. The standard interaction model of Pythia 5.7 but without multiple scattering 
andd detector simulation. This evidently leads to the best performance of the pile-up 
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1MB) ) 

95(98) ) 

95(95) ) 

2MB B 

30 0 

15 5 

3MB B 

10 0 

5 5 

Set-1 1 

Set-2 2 

Set-33 95(95) 10 1 

Tablee 12: Pileup trigger acceptances (in ci ) tor single B-events and for minimum 
biass events with a different number of interactions per bunch: 1 MB (single event). 
2MBB (double event) and 3MB (triple event). Trigger cuts were tuned to accept 95r/r 
off  selected B-events by the high-p, triggers. For an explanation of the "Sets" see the 
text. . 

trigger. . 
Thee pile-up trigger thresholds are tuned to retain -95 ck of B-events with a single interaction. It 
retainss only 10-30 c/( of all double and l-l()c7c of all triple interaction events. Hvents with more 
thann three interactions are retained with a neslieible probability. With the retention of a simile 
MBB event by the high-p, trigger given by e Uf l the retention efficiency for double MB events is 
givenn by: 

e2A/BB = ' - d - e ^ M l - t f ; . ) 
wheree the term (1-R:> parameterizes the correlations of the two independent events in the 
high-p,, trigger (overlap of clusters etc.). R2 is determined from Monte Carlo to be R.-0.003. 
Similarly,, the retention efficiency for triple interaction events is given by: 

4MH4MH = l - ( l - e ï ; / , M l - / f 2 ) 3 ( ! - /? ,) 
wheree the term (1-R3) parameterizes the three events correlations (R_-,=().024). 

Thee mean number of interactions per bunch crossing is given by: 

MM = ^ ^  ' 
• / l - H c / i i L ' ' 

wheree L is the luminosity. Gin is inelastic cross section. /[ H c = 40 MHz is the bunch crossing 
frequencyy and fnc = 0.744 is the fraction of non-empty bunches (Chapter 2. LHC). The 
probabilityy to produce /^-interactions per bunch crossing is then given by the Poisson 
probability: : 

IIII  - u 

P„P„  = P(\i.n) = ^ - (36) 

Thee rate of n-interaction events. Rir is then: 
RRnn = PJ'iMcfiK 

Figuree 57 shows the rates for 1. 2 etc interaction events as a function of L. 
Withh the Level-0 high-pt triggers the rate of inelastic minimum bias events with ^-interactions 

iss reduced (see Figure 58): 

Thee high-p, cuts are tuned to satisfy the condition Y R}i = R = 1 MHz. The rate following 
fromm the combined pileup and high-p, triggers is: 
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Rate.MHzz | 

inelasticc cross section = 80 mb 
non-emptyy bunches = 74.4% 

Figuree 57: Production rate of events with 0.1.2 etc. interactions as a function of 
luminosity. . 

Rate,MHz| | 
~"1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

04 4 

0.2 2 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 . . 

4 4 

11 2 88 S 10 

Figuree 58: Rate of inelastic events (A-0.3) accepted by Level-0 high-pt trigger. Events 
withh multiple interactions contribute significantly to the available bandwidth. 

R R 
LOPLOP I; 

^ i £ n M B E n f [ ' ' 
,L0PI ,L0PI 

(38) ) 

dependencee on Thesee rates also must conform to the bandwidth R-\ MHz . The Rn 

luminosityy is shown in Figure 59. 
Thiss figure shows that by including the pileup trigger and relaxing the high-p, trigger 

thresholdss a significantly larger fraction of the events are single interaction events. As the 
B-eventss are a subsample of the single interaction events also these wil l be enhanced. 

Thee rate of single B-events can be calculated as the product of a probability to produce a 
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Figuree 59: Rate of inelastic events (Set-1 and A-0 .3) accepted by the Level-0 
high-p,triggerss and the piie-up veto. 

h-quarkk and the probability to produce no MB-event within the same bunch crossing multiplied 
byy /LHC/IIC- s ee t n e upper curve in Figure 60. The other rates shown in this figure are calculated 
forr different options of the event generator as given in Table 12 and for different performances 
off  the high-p, trigger as parameterized by the factor x in (35). The rates correspond to using the 
high-p,, triggers alone (two lowest curves) is using both high-p, and pileup triggers (three curves 
inn the middle). For luminosities (2-5)-1032 cm V the differences between rates within the two 
setss do not exceed 3 kHz (<10% of the rate values). There is no significant difference at lower 
luminosities. . 

Thee maximum statistics can be collected at a luminosity of 3-1032 cm"V . As a result of the 
inclusionn of the pileup veto, the collected statistics is higher by at least 40 % compared to using 
thee high-p, triggers alone. The distribution is also more flat, which provides a more stable 
performancee of the Level-0 trigger over a large range of luminosities. 

14.22 Conclusions 

Inn this short study we demonstrated the importance of including the pileup trigger in the 
Level-00 trigger to enhance the selected sample of single B-events. The use of the pileup trigger 
givess a gain of at least 40% in statistics of single B-events. 

155 Hardware implementation 

15.11 Detector 

Afterr the discussion of the test beam and Monte Carlo studies of the pileup algorithm we will 
inn this section discuss the feasibility of the implementation of the system. 

Itt is decided that the silicon strip detectors with /-strips wil l be used for the pileup trigger. It 
wass shown that all strip configurations under consideration can be used. The thickness of the 
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Figuree 60: Rate of single b-events as a function of luminosity. The upper curve is the rate 
off  single bb-events at the LHC. The set of curves in the middle represent the rate of 
B-eventss after applying the high-pt (x=0.3) triggers and the pileup veto for three different 
setss {Set-1, Set-2 and Set-3). The two lowest curves are obtained using the high-pt triggers 
alonee assuming different rejection power (A-0.3 and A-0.5). Vertical lines indicate the 
optimall  and maximal luminosities for LHCb running. 

detectorr is not critical, although a thickness of 300 |am is preferred in view of the better signal 
too noise ratio. 

15.22 Readout 

15.2.115.2.1 Readout chip 

Thee Beetle [39] is the readout chip chosen for the pileup detectors. The chip consists of a few 
blocks:: preamplifier, shaper. discriminator (comparator) and pipeline buffer, see Figure 61. The 
firstt three blocks amplify the amplitude proportional to the collected charge, digitize the 
analoguee signal and store it in the buffer or send it oxer a transmission line to a processor. The 
binaryy output of the Beetle is used which means that the only condition is that the signal is above 
threshold.. Strip masking after a hit is registered for one or two subsequent bunches as discussed 
ass a possible cure for the overspill problem is included in the chip design. 

Forr the purpose of fast triggering and speeding the data transport four strips are grouped in the 
readoutt into the logical readout channel. 

15.2.2Feed-out15.2.2Feed-out of the signal 

Thee output of the readout chip is transmitted over 10 m long twisted flat striplike kapton cables 
too outside the vacuum tank. The flexibility  of these cables is a very important feature as the 
detectorss wil l be retracted at least twice per fill.  The use of LVDS (Low Voltage Differential 
Signaling)) drivers and receivers is foreseen. The transmission capacity of one line should be 
equall  to 40 Mbit/s in order to ensure data transport without losses. The TP strip configuration 
requiress 3600 lines (the present design of the detector has only 2048 lines). By increasing the 
outputt frequency and multiplexing the signal the number of lines can be reduced by a factor of 
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Figuree 61: Schematic view of the Beetle readout chip. In practice two outputs will be 
used:: one for pileup trigger (or'ed output of 4 comparators) and another will be pipelined 
andd transferred to DAQ system by receipt from LO-trigger. 

two.. This requires a single line transmission capacity of 80 Mbit/s implying the development of 
customm LVDS-drivers as foreseen for the Beetle. 

Thee transport of the signals over a 10 m long cable at 80 Mbit/s is not a technological problem. 
AA possible complication is the broadening of the binary signal over the cable (which acts as a 
RC-chi\in). RC-chi\in). 

Thee data, either analogue or binary, are put in parallel in the pipeline buffer. These buffered 
dataa wil l be sent to the DAQ system at Level-1 and are later used in the alignment and 
monitoringg of the detector. 

15.33 Processor 

Thee processor part of the trigger is not yet developed. However, an outline of the design exists. 
Thee block diagram of the off-detector electronics consisting of the data LVDS-receivers and a 
processorr is shown in Figure 62. 

Thee processor system consists of four identical vertex finders. Each vertex finder handles one 
completee event. The event demultiplexer distributes the events to the vertex finders. The 
processingg steps in the processor are clocked by the bunch crossing signal. 

Thee data of one event are put into a Vertex Finder in parallel, segment by segment, into two 
separatee branches, as indicated in Figure 64. The first (upper) branch is for finding the first 
vertex,, the second (lower) one for finding a possible second vertex. The Correlation Matrix 
correlatess data from two corresponding segments and counts the number of coincidences in the 
wedges.. The Segment Histogrammer adds the wedge counts from all four segment pairs to a 
histogramm which is input to the Peak Finder. It finds a first peak. 

Thee processing of the data in the second branch is waiting until the first peak is found. After 
receivingg information that a peak is found hit combinations corresponding to the peak are 
removedd from the databy the Hit Masking unit. Then, the same sequence of steps as done for 
thee first peak is followed for finding a second peak. 
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Figuree 62: Data receivers and the processor. 

Thee partitioning of the detector in segments helps to reduce combinatorial background. Every 
histogramm contains 128 bins. Figure 63 shows the distributions of the first and the second peak 
heightss in a double interaction event. The histogram used in the upper branch of the vertex finder 
cann accomodate 6 bits per bin, while the histogram used in the lower branch can have 4 bits per 
bin. . 

Figuree 63: Distribution of the maximum in the histogram for double event. The 
maximumm is shown before and after the masking. 
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Figuree 64: Vertex finder. 

Thee Peak Finder searches for the largest peak in the histogram. It constructs a digital 
histogramm which is a 2/J>-table of bits, where the columns contain the accumulated wedge counts 
andd the rows contain the corresponding bits. The search procedure starts with the most 
significantt bit. i.e. in the highest row. and continues to search down, row by row. til l a non-zero 
valuee in a bin in the row is found. The output of the Vertex Finder consists of the encoded 
positionss of the first and second peaks (and thus of the possible vertices) in the histogram. 

Aboutt 300,000 logic gates are needed for the Vertex Finder (mostly for the coincidence 
matrix).. When we think of the Vertex Finder as a single integrated circuit (i.e. a Field 
Programmablee Gate Array (FPGA). this FPGA needs 2 x 300=600 inputs (<300 strips per 
segment)) and about 50 outputs and control lines. Current FPGAs have as much as 1.5 M gates 
andd 624 input/output (I/O). 

Hitt masking is necessary in order to improve the efficiency in finding the second vertex. This 
requiress not only data keeping during the first peak finding, but also a backward search of 
correlationss and a reference to the hits contributing to a particular correlation. There are two 
possiblee strategies for this. The first one uses interconnections inside the Correlation Matrix. 
Thee second one uses Look-Up Tables where every cell/coincidence contains the link to the 
contributingg hits. 

Thee total time needed for finding the first peak is estimated to be 625 ns. The second peak 
findingfinding wil l require the same amount of time (625 ns) in addition to the time necessary to search 
andd mask hits from the first peak (about 100 ns). Rough estimates suggest that the total time wil l 
bee well within the Level-0 latency of 4 us. An estimate of the time necessary for decision 
makingg and its delivery to the Level-0 decision unit (L0DU) is given in Table 13. 

166 Summary 

Inn this chapter the response of the pileup trigger algorithm to the beam test data was compared 
too the data from the Monte Carlo, described in the previous chapter. Satisfactory agreement was 
obtained. . 
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Causee of delay 

Timee of flight 

Detector—^Beetle e 

Cablee Beetle^processor 

Insidee processor 

Synchronizationn protocol 

Processor—»LO-decisionn unit 

Total l 

Tablee 13: Pile-up veto 

Distance,, cm 

28-36 6 

20 0 

1000 0 

7000 0 

atency. . 

Time,, ns 

<1 1 

<5 5 

52 2 

625++ (625+ 100 

125 5 

364 4 

1S97 7 

AA wide range of issues possibly influencing the trigger perfomance is investigated, such as 
detectorr characteristics, strip configuration, readout specifications, detector misalignment and 
thee simulation itself. It is shown that the trigger performance is very stable. We demonstrated 
alsoo that because of the presence of unwanted multiple interactions the use of the pileup trigger 
helpss to gain up to 40 9c of statistics for B-events in the large range of luminosities planned for 
LHCbb runs. There are no technological limitations for the hardware implementation of the 
algorithm. . 
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